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testing of a double-sided, dual airgap linear Vernier generator
for wave energy conversion. Both the electromagnetic as well as
mechanical design concepts are explored with a particular
emphasis on the mechanical aspect given the fact that
maintaining a dual airgap for this topology is challenging and has
not been previously implemented.
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require oversizing the generator.
The TritonTM WEC (see Fig. 1) was designed in an attempt
to address the key issues associated with low speed, high force
linear drivetrains via the use of a linear hydraulic gearbox
(LHG). The LHG amplifies the WEC tether’s input stroke to
the generator via a hydrostatic hydraulic system [12], thus
increasing the velocity of the generator which is beneficial for
generator efficiency, power density and more. The LHG
application is generic enough such that other point-absorber
WECs may also benefit from this linear generator design.

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
This paper presents the design, construction, and testing of
a double-sided linear Vernier generator for wave energy
conversion. The Vernier topology is chosen due to its superior
force density at low speed as low speed is the crux of wave
energy converters. Both the electromagnetic as well as
mechanical design concepts are explored with a particular
emphasis on the mechanical aspect given the fact that
maintaining a dual airgap for this topology is challenging and
has not been previously implemented.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The Application: Wave Energy Conversion
Marine hydrokinetic energy includes both wave and tidal
power.
Whereas tidal power converter topologies are
somewhat analogous to wind turbines, wave energy converter
(WEC) topologies are quite diverse.
Basic WEC
classifications include the point absorber, oscillating water
column, and hinged contour devices [1]. This paper focuses on
the point absorber-type WEC for which no singular
commercial solution exists. The point absorber WEC poses its
own unique power take-off challenges, most notably its low
speed linear drivetrain. There have been a vast array of point
absorber power take-off prototypes including linear-to-rotary
systems such as pumped hydraulics or rack and pinion systems;
however, linear generators offer a less complicated approach.
Because of the linear generator’s simplicity when compared to
linear-to-rotary systems, it has been the focus of several
research projects exploring different generator topologies [211]. The key issues facing linear generators for this application
are the peak forces and low speed, both of which tend to
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Fig. 1. TritonTM Wave Energy Converter

The mechanism by which the linear gearbox positively
affects overall efficiency and size of the generator is by
increasing the stroke velocity and decreasing the required
reactive force. A generator with higher velocity and lower
force requires fewer coil turns (i.e. less copper) and less back
iron which ultimately leads to a smaller machine. The decrease
in coil turns reduces the machine inductance with the effect of
improving the power factor and hence efficiency. By
incorporating the linear gearbox, we ameliorate some of the
factors which make low speed, high thrust force machines
difficult to design.
B. The Generator: Vernier Linear Generator Topology
One of the main drawbacks of permanent magnet machine
topologies are their high cogging forces and poor performance
at low speed, the primary operating regime of WEC generators.

Not only does low speed equate to overall inferior
performance, it also accentuates the effects of cogging.
Several innovative designs have been introduced to reduce
cogging such as Halbach magnetization of the translator
magnets, specially shaped stator teeth, slotless stators in which
the stator coils are placed directly in the airgap [11], or removal
of all iron components for an aircored design [5], [7]. Overall,
these approaches are effective methods to reduce cogging;
however they don’t address the issue of performance at low
speed which is where flux modulation machines come to play.
1) Flux Modulation Machines – an Unconventional
Approach to Cogging Reduction
Flux modulation machines offer another alternative for low
cogging. These machines work based on the magnetic gear
effect in which a high speed mover actuates a low speed mover
or vice-versa via a magnet array. The flux modulation machine
combines the magnetic gear’s three components into two parts
– a primary (stator) and secondary (translator).
Flux
modulation machines come in many different varieties such as
flux reversal, flux switching, Vernier, and Vernier hybrid
without significantly departing from the conventional PM
machine topology.
2) The Vernier Flux Modulation Machine – an Answer
to Low Power Factor with Solid Power Density
Vernier permanent magnet machines have recently become
more popular for low speed, high thrust force applications.
This topology enjoys superior power density over conventional
surface permanent magnet machines and lower cogging forces
as well [8-9], [13-15]; however its Achilles heel has been low
power factor, with values as low as 0.1 [16] which requires a
significantly larger power electronics converter to produce
grid-quality power.
Given the advantages posed by higher power density at low
speed and low cogging forces, recent research has focused on
improving the notoriously low power factor that has dogged
the Vernier topology. Significant improvements have resulted
in a power factor on par with conventional surface permanent
magnet machines in the range of 0.8-0.9 from modifications to
reduce leakage flux [14-15] which also leads to size reduction
requirements for the power electronics package.
The driving factor behind the Vernier flux modulation
machine’s superior low speed performance is its higher
electrical frequency.
Like conventional machines, one
electrical cycle occurs per passage of one magnet pole pair,
however unlike conventional PM machines the relation
between number of magnet pole pairs and winding pole pairs is
not one-to-one but rather (Magnet pole pairs) = (Stator teeth) ±
(Winding pole pairs) where ‘-‘ results in increased harmonic
flux coupling and hence force [17].
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
For simplification, the first pass electromagnetic design of
the generator does not include the translator support structure.
The support structure will be addressed in the following section
on mechanical design. This section details the sizing and
arrangement of the primary generator structure shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Generator Sizing Terminology (Note: does not include translator
supports)

A. Choice of Double-Sided vs Single-Sided Stator
A double-sided stator topology (see Fig. 2) is chosen over a
single-sided topology in order to reduce the attractive forces
between the permanent magnet translator and iron-cored stator.
The double-sided topology is constituted of a translator located
between two stators with two airgaps which function to balance
the attractive forces between the translator and stator. The
main downside to the double-sided topology is the inability to
fully support the translator through the airgap which limits the
lamination stack length due to in-service deflection. The fact
that the translator is suspended between the two stators in the
double-sided topology means that a custom translator support
structure is required.
Whereas the translator of the single-sided topology can be
fully supported, thus overcoming the issue of translator
deflection, the single-sided topology tends to yield lower
power density than the double-sided (the double-sided
topology capitalizes on a single translator to impart flux paths
in two stators) and suffers from excessive translator attractive
forces that must be supported by the linear bearings. In
summary, the tradeoff for a more robust translator in the
single-sided topology is lower power density and the need for
heftier bearings.
B. Mitigation of End Effects
Linear machines inherently exhibit end effects in the form
of ripple forces in both the thrust and attractive force
directions. Usually the machine designer is concerned with
minimizing cogging forces, of which the Vernier topology has
very few, yet these low cogging forces are dwarfed by the
linear machine’s end effects.
By choosing the double-sided topology, it is recognized
that the stators should be offset from one another in order to

both increase flux coupling and decrease cogging. Based on
analysis, the optimal offset between the two stators is one half
the slot pitch. However, an unintended consequence of
offsetting the stators is excessive attractive force ripple due to
abrupt, uneven permeance changes at the machine ends, and as
such we must contend with the linear machine topology’s end
effects. Since attractive force ripple must be reduced to
minimize deflection of the suspended translator, the stator
design must be altered. The most effective method of
decreasing attractive force ripple is elongating the width of the
end tooth by a length equal to the stator offset such that the
ends of both stator stacks are flush with each other. While the
elongated tooth functions to decrease attractive force ripple it
also increases stator torque ripple and thrust force ripple. Thus
we make the design tradeoff of increased thrust force ripple
and stator torque ripple due to the need for decreased attractive
force ripple.

Table I where Hi,(yoke/tooth/trans) is the magnetic field intensity for
the stator yoke (back iron), stator tooth, airgap and translator
iron based on a maximum field density of 2T for the stator
back iron, Bi,yoke with a magnetic permeability of μo for air and
μi for iron (electrical steel).
(1)

(2)

(3)

C. Choice of Magnet Orientation
The translator magnets are axially magnetized rather than
laterally magnetized (as opposed to radially in the rotary sense)
which presents a two-fold advantage: (1) it concentrates the
flux per magnet pair and (2) provides a more sinusoidal (yet
modulated) airgap flux.
D. Design Constraints
The primary design constraint for this generator is the need
for peak force up to 3 m/s as a result of the TritonTM LHG
design. As such, the knee point of the linear generator will
need to be in the vicinity of 3 m/s. Considering tangential rotor
surface speeds (as opposed to RPM), operating speeds for
Vernier machines under 3 m/s are quite typical, and in fact, the
knee point of these machines tend to fall between 2-4 m/s
depending on the magnet and stator arrangement. The design
must also minimize cogging forces, end effects and attractive
force ripple to minimize structural requirements and electrical
imbalance.
E. Design Characteristics
When considering prototyping purposes, a single pole pair
is chosen with a nominal airgap of 1.5 mm. The design centers
on the selection of an off-the-shelf magnet with dimensions ½
inch thick x 1 ½ inch width x 3 inch long. Stacking two
magnets lengthwise in the lamination plane yields a lamination
stack length of 6 inches and a translator height of 1 ½ inches
(see Fig. 2 for nomenclature). A dual slot per pole per phase
winding arrangement with 5/6 coil pitch is chosen over a single
to mitigate the longitudinal end effects associated with
electrical phase imbalance – i.e. in the Vernier topology, flux
tends to accumulate on the end of the stator where the
translator is entering the airgap whereas a flux ‘void’ occurs at
the exit which causes imbalance between the winding phases.
Given the magnet dimensions, the rest of the generator
dimensions can be established assuming the Vernier open slot
structure. It is then possible to calculate the magnet pitch using
flux continuity as in (1) and (2) by way of substitutions in (4)
and (6) where (3) and (4) are the Vernier magnet/winding pole
pair relations and (5) and (6) are the pole pair pitch relations
for a Vernier machine. Equation nomenclature is defined in

(4)

(5)

(6)
TABLE I.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Symbol

Stator coil pole pitch

385 mm

τw

Stator winding pole pairs

1

Pw

Stator slots per pole per phase (3 phases)

2

q

Stator wire gauge

6 AWG

Stator slot pitch

64.2 mm

τs

Stator tooth width

29.5 mm

wtooth

Stator slot width

34.7 mm

wslot

Stator yoke height

33 mm

hyoke

Stator slot height / tooth height

33 mm

ltooth

Number of stator teeth

14

Lamination stack height

152.4 mm (6”)

Airgap (prototype)

6.5 mm

lg

Translator magnet pitch

35 mm

τm

Translator magnet thickness

12.7 mm (0.5”)

tm

Translator magnet width

2 x 76.3 mm
(2 x 3”)

wm

Translator magnet height

38.1 mm (1.5”)

hm

Translator magnet retaining wall thickness

1.5 mm

Translator magnet pole pairs (1 m stroke)

NOTE: Equation denotes Pm as pairs within stator
active area whereas value is for entire translator

Stroke length

27
1000 mm

Ns,teeth
lstack

Pm
lstroke

Here we will assume that the average magnetic flux density
is 1.2T and take the following preliminary geometric
assumptions: slot height of 30mm, tooth width to slot width
ratio of 0.85:1, and slot height to yoke height ratio of 1:1.
Given the preliminary assumptions, a 35mm magnet pitch is
established. From this we conduct a design optimization of the
generator geometry using FEA for an optimal balance of power
generation, ripple forces, and efficiency. The optimization
parameters include slot width, slot depth, yoke depth, and
stator end tooth length & fillet radius. The end result of the
optimization is listed in Table I. Since the focus of this paper
is on the mechanical design, details of this optimization
process have been omitted.
IV. MECHANICAL DESIGN
Given that the translator electromagnetic attractive forces
are on the order of 2-3 kN/m2 and the fact that there are no
supports between the two bearing rails, maintaining an airgap
of 1.5mm is challenging (merely doubling the airgap to 3mm
for less stringent mechanical tolerances decreases power by a
factor of 2). As such, a custom translator support structure is
required. The goal of the support structure is to minimize
translator deflection as well as evenly support and distribute
the applied driving force. As a general rule of thumb to
prevent damage to the permanent magnets, the translator
deflection between bearing rails and along the length of the
translator should be kept below 0.5mm. The following subsections describe the design of the translator mounting
structure components and how they fit together to meet this
requirement.
A simple analysis accounting for translator weight and
attractive forces is used to calculate the number of linear
bearings required per translator. Translator mass and attractive
forces identify the load per bearing with the constraint that the
load per bearing provides a lifetime of two years with an
average stroke length of 4.1m at an average wave period of 10s
for a full scale, at-sea generator. For prototyping purposes,
eight Thomson Roundway RW8V were chosen in which there
are four bearings per rail, spaced such that there are a
minimum of two bearings per rail within the stator active area
over the entire stroke and that front and rear bearings are close
enough to the ends of translator to both support off-axis
external loads as well as provide the translator support for
attractive forces so as to minimize bending deflections.
1) Translator Support Rods
The support rod functions to mount the translator
lamination stack to the linear bearings as illustrated in Fig. 3.
In doing so, the support rods run thru the translator lamination
stack and attach to a bearing interface plate. The following
subsections discuss the design of these rods using the support
rod layout shown in Fig. 4.
a) Choice of Support Rod Material
Since the support rods span a critical electromagnetic
volume (i.e. the translator lamination stack), they must be as
non-conductive as possible yet also magnetically permeable.
Steel could be an appropriate support material since it has high
magnetic permeability so as not to impeded flux flow, yet

Fig. 3. Translator Support Structure (Translator Support Plate + Carbon
Fiber Support Rods + Translator Coupling Plate + Bearing Interface Plates)

its high conductance (low resistance) makes it unsuitable due
to eddy effects which result in both losses and unwanted
attractive forces in the very direction where we are trying to
reduce deflections. To obtain both high modulus stiffness and
low conductance, carbon fiber is chosen as the support material
with the drawback that its low permeance impedes flux flow.
b) Choice of Support Rod Mounting Location
To maximize available space for increased stiffness and to
even out ripple forces, the support rods are placed between
each magnet. This reduces ripple forces by keeping the intermagnet magnetic permeability constant while also taking as
much available space within the translator lamination body to
support it.

Fig. 4. Electromagnetically and Mechanically Optimized Translator Carbon
Fiber Rod Support Size *Magnet Cutouts 0.5”x1.5” (12.7mm x 38.1mm),
Support Cutouts of Carbon Fiber Insulated with Garolite 0.44”x1.18”
(11.18mm x 30mm)*

c) Mechanical Sizing Analysis for Support Rods
An electromagnetic as well as mechanical analysis is
required to properly size and position the carbon fiber support
rods within the translator lamination stack.
The mechanical analysis uses simple beam theory to
calculate the deflection of each support rod. This approach
assumes an electromagnetic attractive force per unit active area
of 2.2 kN/m2 as calculated from FEA. This force plus the selfweight of the translator is distributed among the support rods in
the translator so we are able to use the deflection calculation
where is deflection, F is force, L is length of beam
between supports, E is modulus of elasticity of carbon fiber,

Maximum power occurs at:
• Smaller X-Support (b from )
• Smaller Y-Support (h)

Minimum X-Force Ripple (Attractive Force) occurs at:
Larger X-Support (b)
•
Larger Y-Support (h)
•

Minimum Y-Force Ripple (Thrust Force) occurs at:
Smaller X-Support (b)
•
Smaller Y-Support (h)
•

Fig. 5. Electrical Power and Ripple Forces with Various Translator Support Rod Dimensions at Translator Velocity of 1.5m/s and 12Ω load

and I is area moment of inertia of cross section (2nd moment of
area) in the plane along the length of the translator. For
simplicity, the rods have a rectangular cross section such that
where b and h are as
the area moment is calculated as
depicted in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the simply supported
beam deflection equation, the length of the beam, i.e. the
length of the support rods between the bearings, is the main
driver of deflection since deflection is proportional to the third
power of length whereas it is only inversely proportional to the
area moment and elastic modulus.

hence the stator stack length, yet minimizing thrust force ripple
also increases power capture. With this in mind, a carbon fiber
support cross section of 11.18mm x 30mm was chosen.

Using the simply supported beam equation and requirement
that < 0.5mm with 100mm of end winding clearance and
stack height1 of 152.4mm (6in), the second moment of area
required to support the translator is found to be at least 3.74e-8
m4. If using rectangular supports between every magnet, Fig. 6
(in yellow) shows the base and height required to achieve this
second moment of area.
d) Electromagnetic Sizing Analysis
An electromagnetic analysis follows the mechanical
analysis to explore the effects of adding carbon fiber support
rods to the inter-magnet space of the translator. This analysis
is beneficial since carbon fiber’s magnetic permeability is close
to that of air and the amount of flux flow through the translator
lamination is reduced with its presence between the magnets.
The goal of the electromagnetic analysis is to simultaneously
maximize power capture and minimize ripple forces in both the
thrust direction (cogging forces) and attractive force direction
(to minimize airgap deflection) while also maintaining proper
mechanical stiffness.
Employing the support rod sizes highlighted in Fig. 6 with
the available inter-magnet space, an electromagnetic analysis is
conducted at a representative velocity of 1.5m/s, including
longitudinal end effects. Graphical results of power and ripple
forces are presented in Fig. 5. Key findings conclude that there
is a design tradeoff between minimizing thrust force ripple and
attractive force ripple. This tradeoff is complicated by the fact
that the attractive force ripple is what drives the deflection and
1
Lamination stack height at intended full scale. Prototype scale
stack height is 152.4mm (6”).

Fig. 6. Cross Sectional Support Rod Dimensions with Sufficient Second
Moment of Area shown in Yellow

V. PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF CARBON FIBER RODS USED IN
TRANSLATOR SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Based on FEA, the addition of the carbon fiber support
geometry decreases attractive force ripple by factor of 3x when
compared to a geometry without carbon fiber supports. The
decreased attractive force ripple is useful for minimizing
deflection in the airgap, however it comes with the cost of
increasing the thrust force ripple by 30%. Overall, the addition
of carbon fiber supports decreases electrical power by roughly
25%. Whereas output power decreases, the mass of the
translator also decreases from approximately 5200kg to 4400kg
with the addition of carbon fiber which helps generator
performance by decreasing translational inertia.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The test setup shown in Fig. 7 depicts the Vernier linear
generator coupled to the LHG. The generator was tested both
under no-load and load conditions at steady state velocities up
to 0.9 m/s (this was the highest attainable velocity due to
hydraulic pump restrictions).

Fig. 7. Laboratory test setup of the Vernier generator (left) coupled to the
linear hydraulic gearbox (right)

The following subsections detail results of both the open
circuit (no-load) and load cases with comparisons to finite
element results.
A. Open Circuit (No-Load) Tests
The open circuit (no load) tests tell us two things about the
generator: 1) the back EMF and 2) the cogging forces which
are primarily constituted by end effects for this particular
topology. The following subsections detail the test results.
1) Back EMF (Open Circuit Voltage)
The back EMF of the prototype Vernier generator at 0.9
m/s is displayed in Fig. 8. The test case shows the generator
moving full stroke in both the positive and negative direction.
The back EMF exhibit the characteristic flux modulation effect
of enhanced electrical frequency and voltage at low speed
where the electrical frequency is 12.9 Hz and peak voltage is
83 V. The peak voltage at 0.5 m/s is 40 V at 7.1 Hz, showing
that the voltage and frequency scales linearly with velocity as
expected. Fig. 9 plots the finite element no load results at 0.9
m/s and shows good agreement with the test results.

Fig. 9. Open Circuit FEA Result at 0.9 m/s

2) End Effect Cogging Forces
Fig. 10 depicts the end effect cogging forces of the
prototype generator with respect to position. The cogging
forces are the same at each position as expected due to magnet
/ stator position over the stroke length; however the ripple
forces begin to attenuate at higher velocities which is due to
filtering effects of the data acquisition module for rejection of
60 Hz noise. Fig. 11 graphs the no load end effect cogging
forces from FEA. These results show good agreement with the
test results of roughly 200 N of ripple and 300 N of frictional
force.

It can be seen through the open circuit voltage that the
elevated electrical frequency associated with the flux
modulation effect of the Vernier machine occurs with a
frequency of Translator Velocity / 2*Magnet Pitch. These
results agree with FEA and the theoretical flux modulation
effect. The elevated electrical frequency is key to the
improved performance of this topology.

Fig. 10. Test Result - No Load End Effect Cogging Forces over 1 m Stroke

Fig. 8. Open Circuit Test Result at 0.9 m/s

Fig. 11. Finite Element End Effect Cogging Forces at 0.9 m/s

B. Load Tests
Whereas the no-load tests matched the finite element
models well, the load cases diverged from each other which
means that the lamination and magnet models are correct but
something is incorrect in the circuit models. More work will
be needed to calibrate the FEA model as simply altering the
circuit layout and the estimated end winding inductance did not
provide equivalency, although it is acknowledged that the
number of winding turns per phase on the prototype may not be
to spec. The upshot is that prototype performance was superior
to finite element prediction. The following subsections present
the power and efficiency test and FEA results.

will increase by over an order of magnitude according to FEA
results.

Generator Power Performance
Fig. 12 illustrates power vs time for a 12 Ω load at 0.9 m/s
over an entire stroke length. It should be noted that the
mechanical power (Force,gen*Velocity) does not display ripple
forces due to data acquisition module filtering; however its
magnitude with respect to the electrical power closely matches
the FEA result in Fig. 13.
The behavior of the power per phase between the test
results (Fig. 12) and FEA (Fig. 13) are also complementary.
The main difference being the actual peak power as mentioned
previously.
Fig. 14 plots the average power per load resistance vs
velocity. The behavior with respect to velocity matches the
FEA results in Fig. 15, however the magnitude of the effect is
different. Most importantly, we see a knee point in both for the
3 Ω load at 0.6 m/s, although the FEA results show that this
load resistance provides the highest level of damping whereas
the test results show highest damping at 6 Ω.

Fig. 12. Power vs Time Test Results with 12 Ω Load at 0.9 m/s **Note that
mechanical power (Fgen*Velocity) does not display ripple forces due to data
acquisition module filtering.

1) Efficiency
Fig. 16 graphs the prototype test efficiency up to 0.6 m/s.
Efficiency tends to increase at increased speed yet since the
load cell output force was filtered at those speeds, it limits the
ability to calculate efficiency for those speeds.
As can be seen from the test data, the frictional forces
dominate at lower speeds, thus decreasing efficiency. As the
velocity increases and thus the damping force of the generator,
the efficiency increases as the frictional forces become a
smaller portion of the total thrust force. If not accounting for
frictional forces, we see that efficiency is quite high at low
speeds from the FEA results in Fig. 17. A key takeaway here
is that by decreasing frictional forces of the linear bearings,
there is an opportunity to greatly increase efficiency at low
speed.

Fig. 13. Power vs Time FEA Results with 12 Ω Load at 0.9 m/s

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the electromagnetic and
mechanical design analysis performed to enable construction of
a double-sided, dual airgap Vernier linear generator.
Overall, test results show that the Vernier linear generator
performs well with the prototype’s fairly large airgap of
6.5mm, achieving power levels up to 1.2kW at 0.9m/s.
Extrapolating to higher velocities with a 6.5mm airgap, we can
expect an average power of 1.6kW at the average operating
velocity of 1.2m/s. With a smaller airgap, this power number

Fig. 14. Electrical Power vs Velocity Test Results at Various Resistive Loads

Efficiency levels extend beyond 90% for the optimum
6ohm load case when operating above 0.5m/s which is quite
high for such low velocity. As a general trend, the efficiency
increases as velocity increases due in part to a decrease in
proportion of force coming from friction.
The test results have also demonstrated the effect of
cogging (due to end effects) at about 200N pk-pk ripple with a
frequency equal to Translator Velocity / Magnet Pitch. These
results agree with FEA and were successfully mitigated
through careful design of the translator carbon fiber supports.
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